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K-SWOC files with NLRB for union certification election
HANNAH DOURGARIAN
STAFF WRITER

This past Monday, the Kenyon Student Worker Organizing
Committee (K-SWOC) filed a
petition with the National Labor
Relations Board (NLRB) to hold
a union certification election. If
recognized, K-SWOC would be
the first wall-to-wall undergraduate student worker union in the
country.
According to Nick Becker ’22,
K-SWOC was waiting to file for
an election until this fall — after Joe Biden’s NLRB appointees took their seats. He said if
the group had filed for an election earlier, Trump’s appointees
could have used the filing as an
opportunity to overturn the 2016
Columbia University decision,
which guaranteed undergraduate
student workers at private institutions the right to unionize.
“The appointees to the National Labor Relations Board
under [Trump’s] administration
were pretty anti-worker overall,
but also very specifically antistudent worker,” Becker said.
In the interim, K-SWOC attempted to gain voluntary recognition. K-SWOC first went public
in August 2020 when it called for
voluntary recognition via a card

check, and was rejected three
months later by the Board of
Trustees. Last spring, K-SWOC
called for a community election
and was again rejected by the
Board.
This year, 60% of Kenyon’s student workers have signed union
cards with K-SWOC, and have
worked together to strategize,
vote on financial decisions, discuss workplace issues and pursue
potential solutions regarding fair
student labor.
K-SWOC members made the
decision to file for election and
petition the NLRB for union certification in a 137-1 vote at a general membership meeting last
Thursday. In accordance with
NLRB procedure to deliver official notice to the employer, KSWOC announced their filing in
a community message and at an
event in front of Ransom Hall at
4:15 p.m. on Monday. If K-SWOC
is recognized through this election, Kenyon student workers
will be represented under the
United Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers of America (UE)
for purposes of collective bargaining.
Also on Monday, K-SWOC
circulated a petition calling on
Kenyon’s administration to participate in a stipulated election

agreement and to agree to a set of
fair election principles.
“That’s not a contract negotiation. It’s basically just an agreement to move forward with the
election without undue delays,”
Becker said. “And I think what
we’re asking [the College] now,
[which] is also in our community
message, is to abide by shared fair
election principles.”
Emphasizing the importance
of the petition, K-SWOC member Ilan Magnani ’24 said that
it represents the culmination of
K-SWOC’s efforts. “This petition
signals that KSWOC is not merely an advocacy group interested
in putting up flyers and building general abstract support for
unionization, but rather a group
of student workers committed
to working alongside the College to bargain a legally-binding
contract that will ensure better
conditions for all student workers, including those not interested in affiliating themselves with
the union,” Magnani wrote in an
email to the Collegian.
If Kenyon and K-SWOC agree
to a stipulated election agreement, the election will then be
able to move forward promptly.
Continued on page 4

K-SWOC member John Ortiz ’22 posted the notice to
Ransom Hall. | COURTESY OF JAMES MAZER

College plans for mandatory re-entry testing, booster clinics
GRANT HOLT
STAFF WRITER

As of Oct. 20, Kenyon’s COVID-19
Dashboard reports 15 active cases among
students and two among employees. This
brings the total number of cases for the
year to 202 for students and 25 for employees, more than double the number of cases recorded during the 2020-21 academic
year. Planning for the future, the COVID-19 Steering Committee has announced
mandatory comprehensive student testing
after Thanksgiving break, as well as initial
plans for vaccine booster clinics.
Despite such a high number of cases, student vaccination levels are at their
highest yet, with 98.5% of students fully
vaccinated and 0.4% in progress toward
full vaccination. The employee vaccination rate remains lower, with only 83%
fully vaccinated.
The campus remains at a level of moderate precaution, indicating a “somewhat
higher risk of infection on campus,” which
requires health precautions like wearing
masks indoors, optional testing and keeping indoor gatherings to 85% of total capacity.
The wastewater data reflects the high
number of cases. As of Monday, Oct. 18,
the viral level was 187,000 per liter — almost double the amount recorded on Oct.
14. Gambier is not alone in this problem:

According to Knox Public Health (KPH),
there are 236 active COVID-19 cases in
Knox County, with 24 currently hospitalized.
With Family Weekend around the corner, the College issued new guidelines
consistent with Activity Level 2. Kenyon
has encouraged all guests to be vaccinated,
and all visitors must wear masks indoors
regardless of vaccination status. The College has also asked event organizers to host
events outside if possible and to stay within the 85% capacity limit for indoor events.
A few areas will also be off-limits to guests,
including Peirce Dining Hall, the Patterson Fitness Center, the James Steen Aquatic Center and student residence halls.
To help mitigate spread and to keep the
Gambier community safe, Kerkhoff announced that the College is working with
Knox Public Health to organize a COVID-19 vaccination booster clinic on campus in the near future. He says that the
exact details depend on evolving guidance
on boosters from public health authorities.
He also said that the College is planning
to conduct a round of comprehensive student testing after everyone returns from
Thanksgiving break, with exemptions for
students who had contracted COVID-19
in the past 90 days.
“The last few weeks of class are very
important, and they can of course be very
stressful as well, so we want to minimize

the potential that COVID will disrupt the
end of the semester,” Kerkhoff wrote.
According to President Sean Decatur, the College has considered offering
those booster clinics before students leave
campus for the semester, or even prior to
Thanksgiving break. He said that planning
for booster shot clinics has been complicated: The school has to sort through students’ vaccine information to get a more
comprehensive understanding of when the
clinic could be most useful for a majority
of Kenyon students.
“Not everyone has the same vaccine,
and not everyone was vaccinated at exactly
the same time, so figuring out what’s the
right way to run a booster clinic to capture
the most folks is something else that we’ll
need to do,” Decatur said.
These upcoming COVID-19 responses,
however, coincide with concerns about
Kenyon’s own guidelines.
Some faculty members have raised concerns about Kenyon’s working definition
of “close contact,” saying that it contradicts that of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).
In response to these concerns, Kerkhoff
said that the College always complies with
CDC and KPH guidelines when locating
close contacts.
“The particular definitions for close
contacts are set by local public health authorities, in consultation with the Ohio

Department of Health, and it takes the
CDC guidance into account,” Kerkhoff
said. “Knox Public Health’s definition has
been consistent over the entire course of
the pandemic and is based on the proven
effectiveness of masks in reducing risk, especially when worn by both the infected
person and the potential contact.”
Under this definition of a close contact,
transmission of COVID-19 is not considered possible in an indoor classroom setting, where professors and students are
constantly masked. As a result, Kenyon
professors are not contacted by the College
about positive cases among their students
and are excluded from contact tracing.
The CDC defines a close contact to be
any person within six feet of a positive
case for more than 15 minutes, regardless
of whether they were masked. KPH also
defines a close contact to be any person —
masked or unmasked — who was within
six feet of a positive case for more than 15
minutes. However, on their case interview
form for people who test positive, KPH
defines a close contact as any person who
was within six feet of an infected person
for more than 15 minutes, without a mask,
which Kenyon has adopted as its own policy.
For the latest information about COVID-19 policies, the Gambier community
can consult guidelines posted by the CDC
or KPH.
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Mount Calvary Baptist Church receives historic marker
THERESA CARR
FEATURES ASSISTANT

On Oct. 16, 40 to 50 attendees gathered in downtown Mount
Vernon to honor the new state
historic marker for Mount Calvary Baptist Church, a historically
Black place of worship. Many of
these attendees represented organizations that contributed to the
documentation of this landmark.
Professor of Sociology and
Legal Studies Ric Sheffield introduced the event and explained
why the dedication of the marker
was such an important moment
for the Mount Vernon community. The church was built by four
Baptist families seeking to create a place to worship with others. For decades, the church burst
with life and music, especially
during services, and served as a
meeting place for Black residents.
The mission to acknowledge
Mount Calvary’s past is not new.
Sheffield, whose family attended
the church, has encouraged several of his classes to do research
surrounding the institution since
the 90s. The Mount Calvary Baptist Church Preservation Society
has been working toward this
goal since 2012.
Kenyon students enrolled in
the American studies course Diversity in the Heartland (AMST
391.00Y) during the 2019-20
school year contributed significantly to the effort of creating this marker. Project leaders Harper Beeland ’20, Vahni
Kurra ’20 and Dante Kanter ’21
spoke eloquently of the church,
the memories shared by attendees and the work they undertook:
background research, interviewing former members to compile
an oral history and writing the
successful grant application for
the state historic marker. “I’ve not
been prouder of students than I
am of these three,” Sheffield told
the crowd.
Their prepared statements testified to the ways Mount Calvary
operated as a community center. “In these interviews, we were
able to experience the church as

Kenyon students who had enrolled in Diversity in the Heartland assisted with the project. | THERESA CARR
though we were there,” Kurra
read. “The notes of the pianos
ringing out across the pews, the
smell of good cooking for church
dinner, the shuffle of restless children’s feet — we learned about
how Mount Calvary was a sanctuary. It was a place where Black
residents could gather and support one another through hardships and triumphs. It was a
place where the women cooked
meals for the congregation, and
the place where children came
forward to be baptized. It was a
church and a home.”
A. Ron Lewis, chairman of the
Mount Calvary Baptist Church
Preservation Society, emphasized
that many people had contributed to the effort in ways big and
small. “I’m speechless. It’s hard
for me to put into words how
grateful our organization was for
all the work that everybody has

done here today,” he said.
Lewis, now 72, attended the
church as a young man but never held a formal position. At the
event, Lewis remembered his father, Andrew, and how his devotion to the church led him to
shovel snow in front of the church
on winter mornings, faithfully
attend services as a deacon, and
leave money to the church in his
will. “It’s a shame that he wasn’t
here to see this,” Lewis said. “That
would bring tears to his eyes.”
Other speakers included
Mount Vernon City Council
member Julia Warga, Pastor Joe
Noonen of Shepard’s House of
the Nazarene, Deborah Wright
of PCAAH, Jeff Ward of the Ohio
History Connection and Joyce
Hogan, who read letters of support and congratulations from
local Baptist congregations.
In an interview with the Col-

legian, President Sean Decatur
called the ceremony and historical marker an “important step”
to acknowledging the fullness of
Knox County’s history. “People of
Color and of racially diverse perspectives, voices, presences, faces
are not new to Knox County,” he
said. “There have been communities here from the very beginning,
and communities with very deep
and intertwined connections to
the history of Mount Vernon.”
Kenyon students in attendance
expressed similar sentiments. Silvia Carias-Centeno ’25 and a few
classmates enrolled in Diversity
in the Heartland reported being
moved and inspired by the ceremony, as well as the step that local government made in honoring the historically black place of
worship.
“This marker is right here in
the middle of downtown. It makes

everyone acknowledge the history that was here and the work
that we still have to do,” CariasCenteno said. “Certain parts of
history have been overlooked …
[but] that doesn’t mean that that
history is gone. It just means
that we have to revive it.” As she
spoke, her classmates nodded in
agreement, and one admitted to
tearing up during the ceremony.
Efforts to record and share
Mount Calvary’s history are ongoing. Sheffield invited anyone
with memories of the church to
share them via a Google Form
to be permanently documented.
Lewis relayed that the Preservation Society hopes to apply for
grants and offer walking tours of
the center and renovate the building for future use.
Mount Calvary Baptist Church
and the accompanying marker
can be found at 13 S. Mulberry St.
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Dean of Student Life Laura Kane to resign at end of month
ADAM MARGOLIS
NEWS EDITOR

On Monday, Oct. 18, Vice
President for Student Affairs Dr.
Celestino Limas announced that
after seven years, Dean of Campus Life Laura Kane will vacate
her position on Oct. 27. Kane notified the administration of her
resignation late last week.
“Laura came to Kenyon in
2014 and has always taken pride
and joy in creating robust student experiences. We are grateful for her collegiality and dedication to students and wish her
well in her next opportunity,” Limas wrote in the announcement.
For seven years, Kane has
been a central figure in student
life. She heads the Department
of Campus Life, which comprises the Offices of Student Engagement, Student Rights & Responsibilities, First-Year Experience
and Residential Life. She also
assisted the College with its reaccreditation process, and represented the Division of Student
Affairs on strategic facilities
projects.
Kane also served as the Student Council advisor for the majority of her tenure at Kenyon.
According to Delaney Gallagher
’23, Kane was crucial in assisting members of Student Council
achieve their goals.
“Her time spent on the body
also led her to be our de facto
history book, providing not just
facts but logic and environmental pressures to previous issues

and how decisions were made
across the college,” Gallagher
wrote in an email to the Collegian. “She worked to help the
policy and procedure committee
with our work last year, advised
on every actionable item taken
from the body in the last year and
a half, and promoted including
student voices in every subcommittee the college made to make
covid-19 policy decisions.”
Kane’s departure is the latest
in a string of resignations and increased administrative turnover
throughout the last year: Director of Student Engagement Sam
Filkins left Kenyon last August,
Associate Director of the Center
for Global Engagement (CGE)
Meghan Mason left in March
and, most notably, Meredith
Harper Bonham ’92, Kenyon’s
former vice president for student
affairs, departed from Kenyon in
May.
In an email to the Collegian,
Kane expressed her desire to find
new opportunities. “I feel ready
for a new challenge, and decided
that the time was right for me to
step down from my role at Kenyon,” she said.
She also acknowledged the
difficulties that the pandemic has
brought. “It has been an eventful 20 months in particular, but I
am immensely proud of what my
team and I accomplished with
and for students,” she said.
Student Council President Micah Smith ’22 also acknowledged
Kane’s accomplishments. “It was
great to work with her, and I ap-

preciate what she has done for
Student Council over the past few
years. We wish her well in all future endeavors,” Smith wrote in a
message to the Collegian.
Kane has been notably supportive of Greek Life on campus, and some leaders of Greek
organizations were dismayed by
the news of her departure. In the
fall of 2020, Kane aided Kenyon’s
chapter of Delta Kappa Epsilon
(DKE) throughout their petition
for reinstatement.
Leaders of Kenyon’s chapter
of Delta Tau Delta (DTD), Eddie
Weber ’22 and Bradley Berklich
’22, president and vice president,
respectively, were particularly
upset by her departure.
“Laura was an ally to Greek
life and always pushed for organizations to be active and inclusive
members of the Kenyon community. She took great strides to help
Greek life become better,” Berklich wrote in an email to the Collegian.
Weber also expressed fear
about what the future of Greek
life at Kenyon without Kane will
look like. In the spring of 2020,
the College imposed restrictions
that banned the creation of new
local Greek organizations and,
in the last 18 months, one Greek
organization, Delta Phi (D-Phi),
has disbanded and another, the
PEEPS, were suspended and currently have no official presence
on campus.
“[Kane] was an ally of Greek
Life during my time on the Hill
and I hope that her successor is

COURTESY OF KENYON COLLEGE
an advocate for all students and
student organizations on campus,” Weber said.
The question regarding who
will replace Kane remains open.
When asked, Limas was unable to provide any information
about who would fill Kane’s role
in the interim. He also explained
that the administration did not
yet have a plan for filling Kane’s
role and that there is no timeline for replacing her in the long
term.

“I am exploring different short
and long-term options and will
share them in the near future with
our community,” Limas said. “If
we conduct a full search for the
role moving forward, absolutely
students will be involved, both on
the committee and the interview
process.”
For now, the College will remain without a Dean of Campus
Life, and it is unclear how the College plans to direct student life
moving forward.

Students rally for public transportation at Ohio Statehouse
BEN BRUMLEY
STAFF WRITER

On Saturday, Oct. 16, members of Sunrise Kenyon — the College’s local chapter
of the Sunrise Movement, a climate activism organization — hosted a rally for
public transit in front of the Ohio Statehouse in downtown Columbus. Leading
up to the event, they tabled in Peirce Dining Hall and held a teach-in on Oct. 13 in
Samuel Mather Hall.
The rally centered around advocating
for the passage of the $3.5 trillion reconciliation bill proposed by Democrats in
Congress, with the primary goal being to
urge lawmakers not to cut funding for infrastructure and public transit from the
bill during negotiations.
The rally comes in the wake of a number
of rallies for public transportation hosted
by Sunrise chapters throughout Ohio.
“We’re continuing an ongoing effort
and decided we wanted to do a rally because the reconciliation bill was introduced since the last rally they had in July,”
said Sunrise Kenyon co-coordinator Kendall Lloyd ’22.
Sunrise members gathered in front of
the Bookstore at 11:30 a.m. on Saturday
and carpooled to the Columbus state-

Students rallied for the passage of the $3.5 trillion reconciliation bill. |
COURTESY OF SUNRISE KENYON

house. There, they displayed posters with
information about the reconciliation bill
and climate change, and spoke with passersby about their movement.
“I think the rally was successful,” Lloyd
said. “I feel like people genuinely had a
good time and we had some [beneficial]
interactions with the people that came up
to us.”
The rally was the culmination of Sunrise Kenyon’s outreach efforts. Beyond coordinating with other Sunrise chapters,
Sunrise Kenyon had to work with authorities at the Ohio Statehouse while organizing the protest, in addition to educating
members and supporters about the issues
and publicizing the event.
Sunrise Kenyon plans to organize similar events later in the semester.
“We want to try to do something on
campus and more Kenyon-focused,” Lloyd
said. “[Our goal is] to try and partner with
some of the other organizations on campus that are focused on sustainability.”
Lloyd indicated that their next event
will likely focus on the College’s commitments to sustainability as given in their
new strategic plan. Overall, Sunrise Kenyon hopes to work more with climate activists both on campus and throughout
Ohio in the near future.
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K-SWOC asks for stipulated election agreement with College
However, if Kenyon chooses not to
enter into the stipulated election agreement, the NLRB Region 8, which serves
northern Ohio, will hold a mandatory
hearing within three weeks. The hearing
will determine bargaining unit eligibility as well as the election date and details.
Kenyon has the next few days to respond
to K-SWOC’s request.
According to public records, the College has retained Jones Day, one of the
largest law firms in the country, which
brought in more than $2 billion in revenue in 2020. The lawyer listed on the filing has expertise in advising employers

on issues arising under the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA).
Though K-SWOC has not yet received
a response from the College regarding
their terms, President Sean Decatur said
that the College does not yet have the information necessary to determine its path
forward.
“I’m still awaiting official word from
the NLRB itself, which [we] certainly expect sometime soon, but haven’t received
anything yet,” he said, “and [we’re] looking forward to [the NLRB] giving more
details that we’ll really need in order to
figure out what our response is.”

Kenyon offered an official statement to
the Collegian this past week, saying that
the administration’s views towards a student union remain largely unchanged.
“Our undergraduates are first and foremost students on our campus for four
years, and the College believes that it can
best fulfill its educational mission, preserve Kenyon’s collaborative environment, and meet students’ financial needs
by working directly with students and
their families,” the statement read.
Despite the College’s resistance to recognizing them, K-SWOC members remain proud of their work and their mis-

sion. “This is no small feat and comes
out of the organizing of a number of student workers, especially those who have
been with KSWOC since the beginning. I
hope that the Kenyon administration will
choose to work with rather than against
the union via a stipulated election agreement and allow for a vote to be held as
soon as possible,” Magnani said.
News Editor Adam Margolis ’22 contributed to reporting.

College holds Founders’ Day event for first time in two years
AUDREY BAKER
STAFF WRITER

On Oct. 14, Kenyon held its
annual Founders’ Day celebration outside of Samuel Mather
Hall — the first time the event
had taken place since Oct. 2019.
The program featured a faculty
address from Professor of Sociology and Legal Studies Ric Sheffield, Rite of Matriculation, presentation of awards and opening
and closing remarks by President
Sean Decatur.
Though Founders’ Day is usually celebrated inside Rosse Hall,
the program was held outdoors
for the first time in years to take
proper COVID-19 precautions.
Students gathered on Samuel
Mather Lawn to observe the ceremony and take the Matriculation Oath.
Every fall, Founders’ Day celebrates the official matriculation
of the first-year class at the College and recognizes the people
who paved the way for Kenyon
as an institution. The event was
cancelled last year due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Sheffield presented this year’s
faculty address, “An Acknowledgement of Kenyon’s Diverse
Founders and Trailblazers,” in
which he acknowledged the lesser-known pioneers of the College
and urged students to focus not
only on the distant past, but to-

wards possibilities of a “greater,
more inclusive institution.”
“The founding of Kenyon was
never a static moment, frozen in
time,” Sheffield said in his speech.
“The founding isn’t now, nor will
it ever be, complete.”
President Decatur commented on the current relevance of
Sheffield’s address. “Professor
Sheffield’s comments were really
terrific and set a great tone for
where the College is now, but also
where our aspirations should be,”
he said.
The annual Faculty Advising
Award, intended to honor superior commitment to academic advising, was given to Professor of
Mathematics Carol Schumacher.
Schumacher was selected from a
number of student nominations
to receive the award, which came
with a check for $1,500. She was
recognized in particular for her
approachable and caring personality in her interactions with her
students and advisees, and her
dedication to student growth and
independence.
Schumacher expressed her
surprise at being chosen as the
recipient. “I am surrounded by
fantastic colleagues who are
fabulous mentors and advisors
to their students, in and out of
the classroom,” she wrote in an
email to the Collegian. Despite
her surprise, she was excited to
have received the award. “I am so

The event took place outside of Samuel Mather Hall. | SARA HALEBLIAN

honored to teach and advise my
curious and hardworking Kenyon students,” she wrote. “I was
touched and humbled by what
they had to say.”
Other awards presented at the
ceremony included the Bishop
Philander Chase Medal for Distinguished Service, awarded to
Professor of Political Science

Timothy Spiekerman in recognition of 25 years of teaching,
and the Middle Path Medals for
Distinguished Service, awarded
to former Associate Director of
Case Management and Substance
Abuse Services Michael Durham
and CEO of Knox Community
Hospital Bruce White.
Following the ceremony,

the Class of 2025 planted their
class tree — named “General
Treevous” — on Ascension Lawn,
and signed their names in the
Matriculation Book, both longstanding Kenyon traditions. The
book will be available to sign in
the Special Collections and Archives of Chalmers Library until
Oct. 22.

Office of the Registrar hosts Sophomore Day in Chalmers
AMEILA CARNELL
NEWS EDITOR

On Tuesday, Oct. 19, the Office of the
Registrar hosted Sophomore Day, an annual event for sophomore students to
learn more about different departments
and services at Kenyon, which can assist
in academic planning.
Sophomore Class President Luke Kim
’24 said that the College created Sophomore Day as an attempt to fill the gap of
class-specific events for sophomore students.
“The Registrar’s Office thought that it
was kind of unfair, I guess, that the sophomores didn’t have like any real social

events — because we’re kind of in a weird
position between being upperclassmen
and being first years — so they decided
they wanted to create a day specifically
for us,” he said.
Decatur elaborated that the event is
also intended to help sophomores plan
for upcoming deadlines, such as declaring a major.
This year’s Sophomore Day took place
in Chalmers Library. Academic departments and various student support services set up tables in the Carver Reading
Room, and students travelled from table
to table, asking questions and learning
about academic offerings while mingling
with faculty and staff.

Student Systems Coordinator Jessica
Landon said that approximately 100 students attended the event, adding that the
number of sophomores who participate
has grown each year. From her perspective, the program was a success.
“We are still adjusting to a new space
and [are] happy to have the event in the
new Chalmers Library,” she said. “I’m
glad to be back in person and host an
event where students can gather information from multiple departments and offices.”
Kim said that the event was particularly important this year because of the
unusual first year his class had. All of the
class’s Orientation events were online,

Kim explained, which prevented any personal connection and led to lower engagement.
“This is a chance to make it up,” Kim
said. “It’s not completely going to make
up the week of activities that we did for
Orientation, but it’s so nice because it
helps us become more grounded within
the Kenyon community.”
Jill Noorily ’24, who attended the
event, shared this sentiment.
“It was quite nice to have all these resources in one space and dedicated to
our grade, because in the past year it has
been quite easy to feel like those resources didn’t exist. It was nice to see that the
school recognized that,” Noorily said.
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Khakurel ’24 carries out Davis Project for Peace in Nepal
CHLOE GOLDSTEIN
STAFF WRITER

Asmod Khakurel ’24 had the
unique opportunity to spend his
summer working with children
in his home country of Nepal
through the Davis Projects for
Peace, a global initiative that encourages college students to resolve conflicts and promote peace
across the globe.
Khakurel received funding last
spring for his proposal to build
greenhouses in a rural region in
Nepal. However, due to the unexpected second outbreak of COVID-19, he was forced to alter his
initial proposal into something
he could more effectively complete in person. He and his partner Laxman Bist, a current junior
at Dartmouth College who is also
from Nepal, eventually decided to
establish a computer lab to teach
young Nepali students different
computational skills.
Additionally, Khakurel conducted a weeklong training program to teach young Nepali students how to manufacture gau
arka (an antiseptic made from
cow urine), as well as incense,
insecticide, toothpaste and soap
made out of cow dung. In both
projects, Khakurel had two goals:
to promote the preservation of native cow breeds by demonstrating
their economical and ecological
benefits, and to expose Nepali
youth to various relevant computer skills like Microsoft Word and
Powerpoint.
Khakurel and Bist spent
around a month and a half working with the students at the local
gurukula, a type of school that is
free to attend for young students,
who primarily come from rural
areas that often lack roads and
other forms of infrastructure.
During that time, Khakurel and
his partner never left the rural village they were working in.
In addition to teaching the students vital technological skills,
Khakurel was also able to learn

Asmod Khakurel taught modern technology to young students in Nepal. | COURTESY OF ASMOD KHAKUREL
about the region’s culture by working with local spiritual and political leaders, as well as through exploring the nearby river and forest
trails.
One major aspect of Khakurel’s
project was to give these Nepali

students the ability to pursue careers in the world outside of their
rural upbringing. While the gurukula education offers a unique
curriculum with exposure to
topics like environmental conscientiousness, meditation, danc-

ing and farming, the educational
system does not include technical
computer skills. Khakurel and
Bist were also able to extend the
impact of the project beyond their
period of direct service by supplying students with novels.

Khakurel hopes to visit the
many students he was able to impact when he returns to Nepal.
“Being immersed in this environment and being able to help so
many young students was a truly
incredible experience,” he said.

Students relieve stress through Social Board’s Rage Room
THERESA CARR
FEATURES ASSISTANT

Even if you didn’t visit Social Board’s
Rage Room event on Tuesday, you might
have heard it. For two hours around
lunchtime, shattering plates and upbeat
pop blared from the booth underneath a
blue tent as students took advantage of the
atypical stress-relief event.
The premise of a rage room is simple:
Participants vent stress or anger through
destruction. Breaking objects is intended
to provide catharsis and leave its participants feeling lighter. Several storefronts
offer these services throughout Ohio —
Akron-based Rage Room Ohio, for example, allows customers to bring their own

items or use bats to smash items supplied
by the business.
Perfectly timed for midterm season, Social Board’s Rage Room allowed students
to throw white ceramic plates against a
wall at the back of the tent, where they
smashed loudly into shards. There were
also markers available so that students
could write their stressors (or whatever
they pleased) on the plates, and then symbolically destroy them.
Several students reported unintentionally stumbling across the tent on their daily commutes and giving the method a try.
“I was just passing by, my friends were going, and I thought it would be kind of fun,”
said Erin Gallagher ’25. “I don’t know that
I had that much stress, but it was still fun.

A couple of my friends who were really
stressed said it was good.”
The novelty of the event was part of its
charm. “I did enjoy it,” said Jenny Jantzen
’23, who similarly passed by incidentally.
“I thought it was very funny. It definitely
seemed like a release for people. It just
seemed like an amusing thing to do, to add
something different to the day.”
Gallagher added that many students
enjoyed naming the objects of their stress,
whether seriously or humorously. “Some
people wrote the names of certain classes,”
she said. “I wrote something about bagels
because I’m from New Jersey.” According
to students who attended, the jokes were as
much of a release as the smashing.
While Kenyon students generally en-

joyed the Rage Room, a few questioned
the purpose of the event. “My first thought
when I walked past was, ‘Wow, I can’t believe Kenyon spent their money on people
setting up a tent that you can throw things
in,’” Seth Lockwood ’23 said. He suggested
that students would be better served by an
increase in the College’s mental health services, addressing the root of student stress
and reducing the need for a rage room.
Other students also found it important
to note that smashing a plate is not a longterm solution for stress. “There are a lot
of systematic factors that cause stress on
campus,” Jantzen said. “I wouldn’t want
the school to think this is all we need, that
we’re all good — but it was a fun activity in
general,” she said.
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Across
1
11
16
17
18
19
20
21
23
24
25
27
30
32
36
38

Catchphrase for Star Trek’s Bones
A Kenyon a capella group, colloquially
“It’s for __________”: some charity ads
His name is _____ Montoya
The Holy Roman Empire, for one		
Provider of global support?		
Like hams, in an Albany expression
Blackjack half				
Today co-host Kotb			
(In)famous Marquis			
Lover of Daphnis				
Gum quantity				
Dickens character Pecksniff		
Flying fleet, perhaps
Everybody Loves____:Cash novelty album
30-Across, or Peter or Edmund in Narnia

S
S
CLAASH
CL
p
Com

resa
y Th e
b
d
ile

C a rr

’ 23

40
44
45
46
47
51
52
54
56
59
60
64
66
68
69
70
71

Down
1
Zimmer, or Lottenbach				
2
Awards acronym for Legend			
3
Loudness unit					
4
Crepes of Indian cuisine				
5
Swellings					
6
Go along with					
7
French novelist of Lettres de mon moulin
8
Dog days mo.				
9
Newton or Hayes				
10
“He is a ________, the balances of deceit
are in 		
his hand”
11
Soul from Seoul				
12
Precise					
13
1,000 grams, briefly			
14
Mild oath				
15
Slammin’ Sammy			
22
Poet whose work inspired the masterpiece
Cats
26
Golden fish
27
Drummer Charlie (R.I.P.)
28
Aimee of “La Dolce Vita”			
29
French virtuosic organist			
31
British/Chinese banking giant			
33
Pitcher’s stat			
hsbc
34
Broad lowlands			
35
Members of a five-carbon organic group
37
x
Kendrick chef-d’œuvre			
39
Eliminate			
Plants of a yellow spice frequently used in 		
41
Breaking Bad product		
East Asian dishes
42
Groom extravagantly		
Part of a hull
43
Bayou craft			
Pesky critter, informally				
48
A Stan, idiomatically
		
Highland hats					 49
Monkey or a man			
End of a count?					
50
Figurine in Egyptian burials
Land of a queen who visited Solomon		
53
End of a lace				
Dit partners					 55
Covering for a king or a queen?
Sweet potatoes					 56
Goes on and on			
Egg___					
57
Jillions				
Some Cornhuskers				 58
Premier League powerhouse, for short
French actor Delon				
61
Der ____ (Adenhauer nickname)
Red flags					 62
Astro or Met
Disney dalmatian				 63
Snake sound			
French connections?				 65
Word with waste and want
Daredevil’s doing					 67
One-time connector?
Joey Dee band behind “Peppermint Twist”

Senior Class Total:

15

Junior Class Total:

12

Sophomore Class Total:

12

First-Year Class Total:

12

Answer

Alec Ogihara ‘22

Seth Lockwood ’23

Nairi Harumi ’24

Lucy Kassel ’25

How many games has the
football team won this season?

Two

Two

One

One

Probably not very many

What Halloween candy is most
popular in the United States?

Reese’s peanut butter cups

Candy corn

M&Ms

Reese’s peanut butter
cups

Dinosaur eggs

What is the name of the exhibit
currently displayed at the Gund
Gallery?

Call & Response

Ten Years of Gund

Residence of Dues

Planet Corn

Call & Response

How many countries are members of
the European Union?

27

27

Weekly Scores

2

34

27

27

0

2

2
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Jeanne Griggs shares new poetry collection, Postcard Poems
SARA HALEBLIAN
PHOTO EDITOR

On Thursday, Oct. 14, Director of the Writing Center Jeanne
Griggs hosted a poetry reading
outside the Kenyon Bookstore
for her recently published book,
Postcard Poems. Eager to lend
their ears to Griggs’ poetry, a
group of 20 or so students gathered around the Bookstore at 4
p.m. in anticipation.
Written with the intention
of accessibility, Postcard Poems
had been in the works for three
years before Griggs sent it off to
Broadstone Books in the spring
of 2020. Griggs noted that she
took inspiration from Billy Collins, keeping poet Nick Coultright’s advice in the back of her
mind: to write “a poem that is
friendly, but thought-provoking.”
After a brief introduction by
Professor of Biology Joan Slonczewski, Griggs introduced her
book and began reading an assortment of poems from the
collection. The poems are all in
the format of short notes that
could be written on the back
of postcards. The cards Griggs
wrote on were from places she’s
visited, including Cape Cod,
Niagara Falls, the Santa Monica
Pier and even the Bookstore itself.
At the end of her reading, Griggs’ allowed the audience to ask questions about the
book itself, as well as her writing process and her sources of
inspiration. In addition to the
readings, she had a bulletin
board displaying duplicates of
the postcards she used in the

Griggs takes inspiration from poets Billy Collins and Nick Coultright's accessible writing style. | SARA HALEBLAIN
making of her book, which she
invited people to come up and
admire.
Griggs thoroughly enjoyed

the event, finding that the mix
of students, faculty and staff
added to the sense of community at Kenyon. “[The group]

laughed in all the right places,”
she wrote in an email to the Collegian. “I love sharing these poems and telling some of the sto-

ries that go along with them.”
Griggs’ book is available for
purchase at the Kenyon Bookstore as well as on Amazon.

You's third season highlights two murderous protagonists
BRYN SAVIDGE
ARTS ASSISTANT

There’s something captivating about
watching toxic people do toxic things.
Especially when those people are a newlywed couple trying to adjust to domestic
life, raise a child and fight their urges to
impulsively kill everyone that stands in
their way.
Netflix’s thriller romance show, You,
released a third season last week. The
show has already reached number one on
the platform’s Top 10 in the U.S. Today,
quickly dethroning Squid Game, which
previously held the top spot.
The series, based loosely on Caroline
Kepnes' book You, follows the story of Joe
Goldberg (Penn Badgley), a charming,
obsessive young man who takes extreme
— and often deadly — measures to insert
himself into the lives of his love interests.
Season three of You takes the audience into the suburbs of Madre Linda, an
affluent Californian town full of young
families, bloggers and tech entrepreneurs. Despite this drastically new setting, Joe hasn’t changed at all. While he’s

now husband to Love Quinn (Victoria
Pedretti) and father to their newborn son
Henry, he’s hardly living the average life
of a suburban dad.
Joe and Love, having recently learned
that they share obsessive and violent tendencies, hope for a fresh start in Madre
Linda in order to focus on raising their
son. Unsurprisingly, parenthood does not
redeem the couple.
Despite heightened consequences for
his actions, Joe quickly falls back into his
old patterns of obsession as he takes interest in the woman next door. But this
time around, it is Love who falls into the
more obsessive role, killing anyone who
gets in the way of her dream of a perfect
family. Their marriage quickly turns toxic as they desperately try to control each
other's compulsions.
Watching each episode is like watching a car crash — no matter how ugly
their marriage gets, the audience can’t
turn away. After the first episode, the
body count begins adding up and it becomes clear that either Joe or Love will
end up dead by the end of the season. It’s
no longer a question of what will happen,

but of who will be killed and how.
As the season progresses, Joe diverges
from the calculated, controlled character
that fans reluctantly grew to love in previous seasons. As the narrator of the series,
he paints himself as the victim — not
only of Love’s manipulation, but of childhood neglect and abuse. Through frequent flashbacks, the audience can finally
understand and sympathize with Joe.
However, other than seeming a bit
more human, Joe’s character remains
relatively static. The show does an exceptional job of creating new places and
situations, but lacks protagonist development. No matter where the show places
him, Joe still falls into the same dangerous cycles and uses the same flawed
judgement.
Love, conversely, provides more compelling character development. Joe paints
her to be a hysterical and impulsive murderer, but when the show takes time to focus on her, the audience is able to see the
immense pressure she faces as a young
mother trying desperately to fit into suburbia.
Since its release, You has sparked

many conversations on television’s tendency to glamorize abusive relationships.
The show’s audience often swoons over
Joe — a straight, white male — and romanticizes his stalking rather than holding him accountable for his actions. With
Love in the picture, season three shows
just how willing audiences are to forgive
male characters while judging female
ones.
At the same time, though, this season
provides a sliver of hope as Love finally
realizes she deserves better. The bonds
she forms with many of the female characters, even those whom she has been pitted against, carry meaning and relatability. These relationships are a refreshing
break from Joe’s narcissistic narrations
and weaponization.
Ultimately, You remains a compelling
and binge-worthy show that explores the
lengths people will go to when they are
obsessed with others. Despite Joe’s lack of
development, season three succeeds at reflecting on the struggles of escaping one’s
compulsions and the inevitable consequences of trying to cover up, rather than
own up to, one’s mistakes.
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We support
K-SWOC’s decision
to file for union
election with the
NLRB
On Monday, the Kenyon Student Worker Organizing
Committee (K-SWOC) officially filed a petition for a secret-ballot union certification election with the National
Labor Relations Board (NLRB). We support this decision
and the right to formally conduct a community election
that enables all student workers to vote — regardless of
whether or not they have a union card.
As our colleagues argued last year, the only way to
uniformly decide whether or not student workers want a
union on this campus is through a vote. By denying student workers this right, the College is denying them the
right to use their voices.
Though voting eligibility will be determined through
a longer conversation between Kenyon and the NLRB, KSWOC intends for all student workers to vote in this election, a decision with which we wholeheartedly agree. It
would be unjust to leave some student workers out of this
conversation, as the outcome of this election impacts the
future of all of them.
Before the Cleveland-based NLRB Region 8 holds a
hearing in the next three weeks to sort out details surrounding the election proceedings, the College has the
opportunity to enter into a stipulated election agreement
and agree on a set of fair election principles. If the College
does this, Kenyon student workers will be able to determine an election date without an NLRB hearing, which
would expedite the democratic process. Because of this,
it is imperative that the administration works towards
an accord with K-SWOC before this hearing takes place,
with the primary goal of ensuring that all student workers
are able to vote in this election.
In April, K-SWOC called on the Board of Trustees to
allow the organization to hold a community election. The
Board denied that request, citing few reasons as to why,
a decision which set off strikes and protests. Because the
College never permitted K-SWOC to hold an informal
community election, this recent filing with the NLRB is
the only way for K-SWOC to receive real, concrete evidence about where student workers stand on the matter of
union recognition.
This petition to the NLRB is a final resort for K-SWOC,
which has been repeatedly denied opportunities for voluntary recognition by the College. Kenyon must live up
to its declared values and allow its student workers to
democratically decide on union recognition. We implore
the College to meet with K-SWOC willingly and decide
on election proceedings prior to the NLRB hearing rather
than making the process longer than it needs to be.

The staff editorial is written weekly by editors-in-chief
Jordy Fee-Platt ’22 and Linnea Mumma ’22, managing editor Amanda Pyne ’22 and executive director Joe Wint ’22.
You can contact them at feeplatt1@kenyon.edu, mumma1@
kenyon.edu, pyne1@kenyon.edu and wint1@kenyon.edu, respectively.
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This Halloween season,
go watch a horror movie
ANGIE TRAN
COLUMNIST

One movie that will forever haunt my memory is Robert Zemeckis’ “A Christmas Carol.” Silly to think that
a computer-animated dark fantasy starring Jim Carrey, the same guy who played Mr. Popper in “Mr. Popper’s
Penguins,” is the reason why I get a little nervous walking the streets around Christmas time. Another computer-animated dark fantasy I watched as a kid and was terrified of, but somehow find myself rewatching at least
twice a year because it’s just the right amount of disturbing, is Neil Gaiman’s “Coraline.”
These two movies propelled a childhood filled with on-screen zombies, vampires, the supernatural and firstplace ribbons at Halloween costume contests. Horror films, especially psychological thrillers, have been a huge
part of my life, and continue to be. So it truly saddens me when my friends would prefer to watch cooking shows
or Friends for the nth time on Netflix over a classic noir or, even better… a Haneke film.
Here are a few of many reasons why you should toughen up and watch a horror movie. Number one, horror
reflects the ever-changing fears and anxieties of our society. In a New York Times article, guest essayist Stephen
Graham Jones explains that Frankenstein’s monster, Dracula and the Mummy all made their way onto screens
in the early 1900s as commentary for the Great Depression and economic strife. In the 1980s, when paranoia
about nuclear winters and the Cold War was at its peak, cinema audiences lost their sleep to Jason Voorhees’
hockey mask, Michael Myers’ chef’s knife and Freddy Kreuger’s sharp fingernails.
A more recent example would be Mike Flanagan’s “Hush,” which directly speaks to the chaotic political
climate of 2016 America, when fears of invasion surged following the rise of fake news, misinformation and
the web of nefarious conspiracy theories during the election. The famously twisty kill-or-be-killed plot of Fede
Álvarez’s “Don’t Breathe” also offers us a larger social commentary, using home invasion as an allegory for
xenophobia as it points to the way capitalist America has created an ugly shell of nihilism and material greed.
Horror as a reflection of societal fears doesn’t just apply to American cinema. Robert Wiene’s “The Cabinet
of Dr. Caligari” shows a wealthy doctor abusing his authority by hypnotizing a sleepwalker into commiting
murder, serving as a direct critique on Hitler’s authoritarian regime, and a reflection of Germany’s feelings of
having been overly punished for the war as well.
There are so many layers beyond the ghouls and ghosts you see on screen. But not only does horror reflect
society’s fears, it also serves as an outlet for us and its respective filmmaker to process internal anxieties, too.
Negative feelings hidden below must be exercised in some fashion, and horror gives them an outlet. It’s an invitation to lapse into irrationality and experience outright madness, which we so rarely get a chance to do.
Watch a horror movie. Learn to appreciate the art that goes into the making of it by breaking down its parts.
How does the high frequency of the theremin, the defining sound of 1950s horror movies, make you feel? What
about the director’s choice in filming with a handheld camera, or using a Dutch angle? Does it make you feel
unstable? Claustrophobic? Does their choice to perform a close-up shot heighten the fear you already feel?
Marvel at the ways the film performs and its ability to elicit the fears, desires and primeval archetypes buried
deep in your subconscious. Let your imagination be haunted and let yourself be scared! Be curious enough to
tap into those fears by sitting in the discomfort. And if you’re scared to watch the films alone because it brings
out your anxiety, battle your inner demons with your friends — horror is meant to be watched with an audience anyway!
You can even make it fun for yourself by psychoanalyzing the filmmaker based on their filmmaking techniques, or the writer for their character choices. Why are Chad and Carey Hayes, the writers of “The Conjuring,” so obsessed with scarifying nuns? Maybe it’s because they wanted to separate themselves from the typical
horror-film character tropes of vampires and zombies, and nuns just happened to be the next closest thing to
evil forces. Or maybe it’s because they faced inventive corporal punishment in Catholic grade school as kids,
and making the film was a form of catharsis for their trauma. How about Pierre Boulle? What type of childhood
trauma do you think this man could have endured for him to come up with “Planet of the Apes”?
With Halloween around the corner, I encourage you to indulge in a horror or psychological thriller. Cultclassic “Psycho” by Alfred Hitchcock is a good go-to. David Lynch’s “Mulholland Drive” and Michale Haneke’s
“Funny Games” will both leave you on the edge of your seat. And if you’re looking for something extra disturbing, give Takashi Miike’s thriller “Audition” a watch. And, if it’s the “horror reflects the ever-changing fears and
anxieties of our society” part of the genre that you’re interested in, maybe even look at what your friends are
dressing up as for Halloween and psychoanalyze that.
Angie Tran ’25 is a columnist for the Collegian. She is an undeclared major from Ho Chi Minh City,
Vietnam. She can be reached at tran1@kenyon.edu.

The opinions page is a space for members of the community to discuss issues relevant to
the campus and the world at large. The opinions expressed on this page belong only to the
writers. Columns and letters to the editors do not reflect the opinions of the Collegian staff. All
members of the community are welcome to express opinions through a letter to the editor.
The Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to edit all letters submitted for length and clarity.
The Collegian cannot accept anonymous or pseudonymous letters. Letters must be signed by
individuals, not organizations, and must be 200 words or fewer. Letters must also be received
no later than the Tuesday prior to publication. The Kenyon Collegian prints as many letters as
possible each week subject to space, interest and appropriateness. Members of the editorial
board reserve the right to reject any submission. The views expressed in the paper do not
necessarily reflect the views of Kenyon College.
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Kenyon students are free to voice their opinions,
but not all political ideologies deserve our respect
SALVATORE MACCHIONE
OPINIONS EDITOR

The views expressed here
are independent from those of
the Collegian.
In her Oct. 14 Collegian opinion piece, outspoken conservative Genevieve
Harding ’22 discusses the
need for respect in political
discourse at Kenyon. Unfortunately, Harding’s calls
for respect and diversity of
thought fall f lat — her grievances are bogged down by the
destructive regressivism of
the conservative ideology she
supports.
A primary f law of Harding’s article is the general
ambiguity with which she
shields the extent of her conservative views. The closest
Harding gets to actually clarifying what her stances are,
and incidentally what stances
she believes deserve respect,

is when she writes, “The issue of abortion is something
I feel especially strong about
and feel compelled to speak
out on.” While she implies
that she is pro-life, she does
not explicitly state that is so,
which coincides with a trend
of general unspecificity in
the piece.
This ambiguity is a problem, whether Harding wants
to admit it or not: There is a
marked difference between
moderate conservative desires, like lower taxes, and
more radical desires, like unscientific “fetal heartbeat”
abortion bans, which she unabashedly supports. Without
adding any ounce of detail
to her views, the audience is
unable to fully understand
where Harding falls on the
conservative political spectrum.
Even worse, given her vocal support of more extreme
evangelical-conservative
talking points around cam-

pus and on Twitter, the audience is fully aware of the
damning discrepancy between Harding’s views and
her lack of specificity in this
article. As a result, it’s difficult to sympathize with
Harding’s desire for mutual respect of political views
when she deliberately omits
the full extent of hers.
The greatest f law in Harding’s piece, however, lies
within the hypocrisy of her
primary argument. Harding
notes that, “People don’t have
to agree, but … people should
treat everyone with respect.”
This plea is wholly unserious,
considering Harding’s radical conservative ideologies
have long been the root of the
prolonged oppression of marginalized communities in the
United States. After all, it
was conservatives who opposed the United States’ Civil Rights Act of 1964, which
sought to end racial segregation and systemic discrimi-

nation. It was conservatives
who opposed — and continue
to oppose — all forms of poverty-alleviating social programs and safety nets. It was
conservatives who lobbied
tooth and nail against universal LGBTQ+ rights and
protections. In case this isn’t
abundantly clear: Conservatism is in constant opposition to the development of
social and economic equality
in the United States.
Why, then, should Kenyon
students, especially those
that belong to a racial minority or identify as a member
of the LGBTQ+ community,
respect antiquated conservative viewpoints that actively
denounce their very existence? Why respect a school
of thought that has, at nearly
every point in American history, ruthlessly stonewalled
progress towards “liberty
and justice for all”?
It would behoove conservatives to depart from their

“liberals are not tolerant of
our views!” line of thinking,
and instead ask themselves
why it is that modern conservatism yields the responses
of “‘anti-woman,’ ‘immoral,’
… and ‘racist.’” Instead of
blaming the Kenyon community, conservatives like
Harding ought to look inward and ref lect on how their
beliefs harm others — then,
and only then, can discussions of mutual respect be
taken seriously. Perhaps the
Kenyon audience would have
been more receptive to Harding’s pleas for respect if she
and her conservative cohorts
offered even the bare minimum of that to all groups of
people — regardless of their
sexuality, race or gender.
Salvatore Macchione ’23
is an opinions editor for the
Collegian and an American
studies major from Chicago,
Ill. He can be reached at macchione1@kenyon.edu.

The College must respond faster to those who test positive
for COVID-19 outside the Health Center’s regular hours
GRANT HOLT
CONTRIBUTOR

On two separate evenings a few
weeks ago, two of my housemates
received positive COVID-19 test
results after the Health Center had
closed for the day. Both times, we
immediately called Campus Safety
to report these positive tests, and
request that my housemates be relocated to isolation housing. Both
times, Campus Safety told us to
email the already-closed Health
Center and wait for a response that
would not come until the next day.
After pressing Campus Safety
for my housemates’ immediate relocation, I received a call from the
Office of Residential Life. They offered to move my other housemate
and I to an empty dorm room on

campus if our positive housemates
were not able to be relocated to isolation that night. Only after emphasizing the severity of the situation
over the phone did Campus Safety
send a vehicle to move my positive
housemates to isolation housing.
This delay exposes a critical
f law in the College’s COVID-19
response. Campus Safety must be
given the capability to relocate
positive COVID-19 cases to isolation housing independently of the
Health Center’s operating hours.
Their ability to identify and move
students into available isolation
spaces cannot be put on pause at
4:30 p.m., as a positive COVID-19
result can be released late into the
evening. As such, if there is space in
isolation housing, Kenyon must be
able to respond quickly and imme-

diately. Requiring Campus Safety to
fully depend on the Health Center’s
operating hours limits their ability
to keep students — and the greater
community — safe.
Quickly relocating students to
isolation housing is not about mere
convenience. Delaying the relocation of students who live in dorms
and apartments is reckless and puts
roommates at risk of contracting
the virus. Reporting a positive test
and asking to be moved to isolation
should be a quick conversation — it
is vital that we take the health risks
of active COVID-19 cases into account, and not put them on the back
burner as a chore to be dealt with in
the morning.
Right now, Kenyon is in the
middle of another outbreak. Our
case count has risen over the past

two weeks. We find ourselves at the
mercy of negligent COVID-19 policies that fail to grasp the reality that
a positive test can come after 4:30
p.m. — transmission of COVID-19
does not stop at dinnertime. If not
quickly isolated, a single active
case can quickly jump from two, to
three, to over 30. Let us enable the
Office of Campus Safety to quickly
isolate positive cases anytime and
anywhere, regardless of the Health
Center’s hours of operation.
Grant Holt ’22 is a history major
from San Gabriel, Calif. He can be
reached at holt1@kenyon.edu.
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Lords extend win streak to 11, Ladies prevail in nailbiter
MAGGIE FOIGHT
STAFF WRITER
HOPPER ROWE
STAFF WRITER

Following Kenyon’s huge double-overtime win against conference foe Ohio
Wesleyan University — their ninth win
in a row — the Lords went on the road to
Crawfordsville, Ind. to play Wabash College. The Lords came out firing, recording three shots on goal, but were unable
to score in the first half. Wabash, on the
other hand, got on the board with a 37thminute goal by Coledon Johnson. In the
60th minute, a pass from Sebastian Gaese
’23 led to a Johan Johannsson ’23 goal, tying the game at 1-1.
The rest of regulation went scoreless,
and the 1-1 tie headed into sudden-death
overtime, and subsequently double over-

time. The Lords finally claimed victory
when Gerardo Martinez ’25 found Gaese
for the game-sealing goal.
Their win against Wabash brought
the Lords’ ranking from No. 22 to No.
15, and their 10-game win streak offered
more than enough enthusiasm for them
to overcome the College of Wooster easily
on Oct. 19. After a possession battle in the
first half, Johannsson was able to pass the
ball to Luke Muther ’22, who neatly set up
Sam Carson ’22 for a goal embellished by
a sliding finish. In the second half, Scott
Upton ’22 scored again for the Lords, this
time off of a penalty kick. Gaese added the
final goal of the game, giving Kenyon a 3-0
victory.
Now with an 11-game win streak, the
Lords will next compete in their third-toGerardo Martinez ’25 assisted Sebastian Gaese ’22 for the game-winlast game of the season against Hiram Colning goal in double OT over Wabash. | SEJIN KIM/KENYON SID/NCAA
lege at home on Oct. 23.
JORDY FEE-PLATT
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The Ladies women’s soccer team
secured a key conference victory on
Wednesday afternoon with a 1-0 win over
the College of Wooster. Kenyon entered
the game tied for fourth in the conference. With just four games to go in the
regular season, the Ladies are looking to
secure their spot in the NCAC tournament next month with a top-four finish.
The first half was dominated by the
visitors, who recorded 10 shots, including four on target. However, the Ladies’
defense stood strong despite numerous
Wooster attacks, making key interceptions in one-on-one situations. Thanks to
great play from center back Thaise Sudano ’22 and fullback Kit Ross ’24, the game
remained scoreless at halftime.
Chloe Webb ’23 played 86 of 90 minutes on Wednesday against the ColKenyon came out of the break in need
lege of Wooster. | SEJIN KIM/KENYON SID/NCAA
of more offensive firepower. They quickly established themselves as the aggres-

Ladies secure two critical wins

CALEB NEWMAN
SPORTS ASSISTANT

Going into last weekend, the Ladies field
hockey team were primed to move into
second in the NCAC with wins in Indiana
against DePauw University and Earlham
College. The Ladies ended up seizing the opportunity, securing a pair of 2-1 wins. “This
was a critical weekend for us, going 2-0 on
the road with comeback wins really shows
how we are able to adapt and overcome any
situation thrown at us,” said forward and
midfielder Sarah Metzmaier ’22.
On Saturday, the Ladies found themselves tied with DePauw University going
into the fourth quarter of their game. Goalkeeper Payton Doan ’23 had kept the Tigers
off the board throughout, but a goal by the
Tigers put the Ladies down 1-0. However, it
wasn’t long before Bella Kern ’23 responded
with a goal to tie the game at one. It would
stay that way for the rest of regulation.
In overtime, Metzmaier ended the game
quickly with a goal, giving the Ladies a win
against DePauw.
In their practices, the Ladies have been
working on scoring a goal within the first
two minutes of a quarter. On Saturday, that’s
exactly what happened. They went down the
field into the Tigers’ zone, getting a penalty
corner and then setting up Metzmaier to
score the game-winner. “Saturday’s goal was

simply the result of everything we’ve been
practicing,” Metzmaier said.
After the overtime thriller at DePauw, the
Ladies traveled to Richmond, Ind. to take on
Earlham College. After the Quakers scored
in the eleventh minute of the game, Grace
Lane ’25 scored two minutes later for her
first collegiate goal. In the second quarter,
Lane found the back of the net again, which
proved to be the eventual game-winning
goal. The team fed off of Lane’s goal, not allowing the Quakers to find the back of the
net for three straight quarters. Lane’s effort
in the game was rewarded with an NCAC
Athlete of the Week honor.
With their win against DePauw, the Ladies moved to second in the NCAC. Currently, Kenyon is a half game back from
Denison University who is 4-0 in conference play. However, Denison holds the tiebreaker over Kenyon due to the Big Red’s
3-1 win over the Ladies on Oct. 9. With only
three games remaining this season, the Ladies will look to build on their momentum
and continue their solid defense to catch the
Big Red.
Their next game comes on Thursday
when the Ladies will host Ohio Wesleyan
University at 4:30 p.m. at the Benson Bowl.
As the Ladies look toward the playoffs, the
team is excited to keep the momentum at a
high. “This is the just beginning of what this
team is capable of,” said Metzmaier.

sors, generating numerous opportunities.
However, without a key save from Leah
Anderson ’24 two minutes into the second half, the game could have gone quite
differently.
Wooster forward Naomi Mann found
herself in space at the top of the box, and
fired a low shot towards the left corner,
but an excellent diving save from Anderson kept the game tied. From then on, the
Ladies dominated the game. They found
their reward in the 70th minute, when the
ball found Julia Igoe ’25 in the box off of
a corner. Samantha Hayes ’22, who was
excellent all day for Kenyon, found Igoe
in front of goal, whose shot trickled past
Wooster goalie Amanda Flory for the
go-ahead goal. This proved to be all that
Kenyon needed, giving the Ladies a hardfought victory.
With three games to go in the regular
season, Kenyon will look to build on this
momentum on Senior Day this Saturday
against Hiram College at 1 p.m.

Kenyon cross-country
struggles due to illness
FINN ANDERS
STAFF WRITER

Lords
Last weekend, the Lords finished
25th out of the 32 competitors in the
Jenna Strong Fall Classic at Wilmington College. A large number of
runners were ill and thus unable to
compete, which largely contributed
to the Lords’ lackluster finish in the
8K race — their best finisher, Peter
Bernhardt ’25, came across in 69th,
with a time of 27:53.6. Jeremy Baier
’22 and Jack Caine ’24 clocked in
next for the Lords, finishing 133rd
and 154th, respectively. Just seconds
later, Jason Montgomery ’23 finished
186th followed by teammate Micheal Deal ’23, who finished 193rd.
Ladies
The Ladies also struggled in the

Jenna Strong Fall Classic, with a
limited number of runners available
due to illness.
The Ladies finished in seventh
place out of 35 teams with a point
total of 228. The first Kenyon runner
to conclude the 5K run was Emma
Becker ’22, who finished in fourth
place with a time of 18:58. Only 30
seconds later, Alice Riley ’23 crossed
the finish line in 13th. Jenna Leonard ’25 and Hailey Napier ’22 were
Kenyon’s next finishers, placing 61st
and 73rd, respectively. Lindsey Neff
’24 came in 107th at the 22nd-minute mark to conclude the event for
the Ladies.
The Lords and Ladies will run in
the NCAC Championship, hosted by
Wittenberg University on Oct. 30.
With 10 days of rest upcoming, both
teams hope to show the prowess they
have displayed at previous meets in
the championship race.
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Lords and Ladies finish first, set meet and program records
JACKSON WALD
SENIOR SPORTS EDITOR

The Lords and Ladies
swimming and diving teams
started off their respective seasons strong, as both
teams placed first in the Kenyon College Relays on Saturday against Carnegie Mellon
University, Ohio Northern
University, Ohio Wesleyan
University and Wittenberg
University. This is the fourth
consecutive first-place finish in the event for the Lords,
and the fifth for the Ladies.
The Lords broke seven
meet records and four program records during the Relays — the latter all shattered
by diver Israel Zavaleta ’24.
The Mexico City native dominated in the 1-meter 6 and
11 dives with scores of 367.25
and 564.60, respectively, as
well as in the 3-meter 6 and
11 dives (390.05, 592.95).
Other key performances
came from David Fitch ’22,
who won all six of the relay events he participated
in, while Noah Hargrove ’24
and Marcus Hong ’22 each
also tallied up four wins in
the meet. The Lords finished
the event with a score of 112,
32 points more than secondplace Carnegie Mellon.
The Ladies, too, were
dominant. Like the Lords,
they finished with 112 total
points in the event, 32 more
than Carnegie Mellon. The
Ladies were largely paced by
Crile Hart ’22, who was a part

The Lords broke seven meet records and four program records on Saturday. | SEJIN KIM/KENYON SID/NCAA
of six winning relay teams
— the 200-yard backstroke
relay, 500-yard crescendo
relay, 200-yard medley relay, 200-yard butterf ly relay,

400-yard individual medley
relay and 200-yard freestyle
relay. Hart ultimately won
the final four events with
meet records. Accompany-

ing Hart in multiple win columns were Sydney Geboy ’25
and Emmie Mirus ’22, who
each chipped in with four
event wins.

The Lords and Ladies next
event is on Oct. 23, against
Cleveland State University in
Gambier at 11:00 a.m.

Ladies fall in both matches Golf finishes second to Denison
CALEB NEWMAN
SPORTS ASSISTANT

Despite going 0-2 t his past
week at home, Kenyon volleyba ll was able to w in a set in each
match – t he f irst time t he team
was able to do so in four games.
On Saturday, t he Ladies hosted t he Hiram College Terriers,
who were 1-3 in conference play.
Though t he Ladies prevailed in
t he f irst set 27-25, t he Terriers
dominated in t he second, w inning 25-15. W hile t he Ladies
had a few solid runs in t he t hird
and four t h sets, t heir perseverance was not enough. The Terriers took bot h frames 25-19 and
25-20, respectively.
On Tuesday, t he College of
Wooster came into town looking to avenge a 2019 loss to Kenyon on t heir home cour t. The
Fighting Scots succeeded, defeating t he Ladies t hree sets to

one. In t he f irst set, t he Ladies
found t hemselves tied at 20, but
couldn’t close out a v ictor y in
t he frame, as t he Fighting Scots
went on a 5-2 run to w in. The
College of Wooster won t he second set 25-12 before stumbling
in t he t hird set. The Ladies were
able to w in t he set, but couldn’t
keep t he momentum going, as
t he Fighting Scots won t he f ina l
set 25-15, handing t he Ladies a
loss.
Despite losing two matches,
Paige Milhon ‘23 continued to
rack up blocks, ta lly ing a tota l
of 13 in t he two matches. Milhon now has 72 blocks on t he
year, leading a ll of Div ision III
in blocks per set w it h 1.33.
The Ladies go on t he road to
Wittenberg Universit y on Saturday, before coming back home
for t heir f ina l game of t he season against Ohio Wesleyan Universit y on Wednesday.

CHRISTIAN WATANABE
STAFF WRITER

This past weekend, the Lords golf
team competed in the Denison University Fall Invitational in Pataskala,
Ohio. Despite having a commanding
5-stroke lead after Saturday’s opening round, the Lords were unable to
maintain their top spot, ultimately
finishing as runner up to Denison
University. After the opening day
of the tournament, the Lords accumulated a score of 298, five below
Denison’s 303 strokes. However, on
Sunday, the Big Red shot a collective 301, while the Lords shot a 309
— ultimately finishing three strokes
behind the Big Red.
Trailing the Lords was John Carroll University, with a score of 619.
Denison “B” and Rose-Hulman Institute of Technolog y placed fourth
and fifth, with scores of 623 and
635, respectively.

Individually, Kenyon dominated
the tournament, taking three of the
top five spots. Armand Ouellette
’25 came in second with a score of
148, finishing just two strokes behind the individual winner from
Denison. Nick Lust ’22 finished
one stroke back of Oullette ’25 for
fourth place, while fellow classmate
Eric Lifson ’22 shot 150, finishing
fifth. Lastly, Logan Spiess ’23 tied
for 20th place with a score of 160.
The Denison University Fall Invitational officially closed out the
Lords’ fall season. It was an up-anddown regular season for the Lords,
who finished eighth place twice in
the five matches, while also securing a third, second, and first place
finish — their sole win occuring
at Adrian College (Mi.) on Sept.
17. The Lords will next compete in
the spring, and will have their eyes
set on the NCAC Championship in
April.
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Despite close first half, Lords’ miscues loom large in loss
KATIE SPARVERO
STAFF WRITER

After collecting back-toback wins, Kenyon’s football
team fell in lopsided fashion
to Denison University, 45-7.
Despite a tightly contested
first half, the Lords were not
able to contain Denison’s offense and failed to build momentum in the second half.
Denison deferred the coin
toss, and Kenyon’s opening
drive resulted in a punt. Taking over at their own 32-yard
line, the Big Red then began
their first drive of the game.
Kenyon’s defense was able to
hold strong and limit Denison to a field goal attempt,
but, after a roughing the
kicker penalty on the Lords,
Denison drew first blood on a
rushing touchdown.
In the second quarter,
Dension was again able to
convert a Kenyon punt into
a touchdown after receiving
the ball at Kenyon’s 46-yard
line. The five-play drive concluded with a 10-yard reception and the extra point to
put the Big Red up 14-0 with
just over three minutes left in
the half.
The Lords were able to find
some success of their own after defensive back Jaylen Cardoso ’24 intercepted a Denison pass at the Lords’ 25-yard
line. On 3rd and 6, quarterback Ryan O’Leary ’23 found
wide receiver Finn Murray
’23 for a 70-yard touchdown
pass. After struggling to generate much offense in the first
half, O’Leary felt the play
came at a perfect time. “The
pass was a good momentum
boost for the team going into
the half; our coaches had the
right call, the offensive line
and running back allowed for
great protection and time and
the receivers ran their routes
to set up the play perfectly,”
he said. “Finn did a great job
of getting open and finishing
the play.”
Down 14-7, there was a

Kenyon trailed by just seven at halftime, but later allowed the game to slip away. | SEJIN KIM/KENYON SID/NCAA

sense of a shift in momentum heading into the second
half. “At halftime, the team
was feeling ready for the second half. We planned to come
out and come back,” O’Leary
said. On Denison’s opening
drive to open the third quarter, Kenyon’s defense delivered, limiting Denison to a
field goal. Unfortunately, the
rest of the second half was
not as kind to the Lords. The
following drive from Kenyon
was stymied by two sacks and
multiple penalties, resulting
in a punt.

“The defense did their job
to limit the drive to a field
goal, but, through some unfortunate events, we were unable to capitalize on the preceding drive,” O’Leary said.
“There seemed to be a momentum switch as we drove,
and it, unfortunately, was
stalled by penalties.” On Denison’s next drive, the Big Red
was able to stretch their lead
even further, while also taking four minutes off the play
clock.
The fourth quarter was a
similar struggle for the Lords.

After trading punts to start
the quarter, Denison scored
on a 54 yard receiving touchdown. Following the score,
a Lords turnover on downs
gave Denison possession at
Kenyon’s 46-yard line. The
Big Red scored again through
the air on the next play, before concluding their scoring with a touchdown off of a
Lords fumble. With the score
at 45-7, AJ Allen ’22 replaced
O’Leary as quarterback to
finish the game. Kenyon ended the game with 192 total
yards to Denison’s 454 yards.

Heading into their game
in Springfield, Ohio against
Wittenberg University, the
Lords will look for their
first win against the Tigers,
who have won the last nine
matchups between the two
teams. “Going into Wittenberg, we’re able to take many
lessons from the last game,”
O’Leary said. “We are looking to use what we believe to
be our strengths in this upcoming game and using the
last game to learn what we
need to fix and work to perfect them for the future.”

SERF places fourth at Division I tournament “Fall Brawl”
FINN ANDERS
STAFF WRITER

On Oct. 9 and 10, SERF, Kenyon’s
Ultimate Frisbee team, participated
in Fall Brawl, their first competitive
tournament of the year. Despite competing with a limited roster, SERF
rallied together and secured an impressive fourth-place finish.
SERF had no problem taking
care of their first two opponents in
the group stage Case Western Re-

ser ve University’s “B” team and the
University of Akron, winning with
scores of 15-3 and 13-5, respectively.
Despite a competitive first half, SERF
ultimately fell in their next match to
the University of Cincinnati 13-7, the
last match of the group stage.
In their first bracket match, Kenyon decisively beat Kent State University 13-6. The next morning, SERF
was tasked with defeating Ohio State
University’s “C” team. In a riveting
contest, SERF ultimately defeated the

Buckeyes 11-10 after a final goal from
Lucien Kisch ’23. Despite this victory, Kenyon lost its final two games
against Cincinnati in the semifinals
and Ohio State “Y” in the third-place
match.
SERF team captain Brian Coburn
’23 was very optimistic about the
team’s trajectory following the tournament. “We went into a [Division I]
tournament at OSU and took fourth
— definitely exceeding our own and
everyone else’s expectations,” he ex-

plained. “Something I heard a lot
[this weekend] was that [Division III]
should be scared of us.”
Next weekend, SERF will head to
Columbus to play in the Ohio Valley D-III Conference Tournament.
Budding with confidence from their
success at Fall Brawl, SERF hopes to
qualif y for the regional tournament
and prove that its recent success was
only the beginning. “I’m confident
that we can only go up from here,”
said Coburn.

